ADVANCED TERMINAL EMULATION

Enhanced Visibility, Business Insight &
Decision Making for TE Environments

INTUITIVE DASHBOARDS: Visualize your warehouse operations, worker activity, and licensing
thresholds at a glance, all from a single console and determine and act upon what needs attention.

WORKER PRODUCTIVITY TIMELINES: View a day-in-the-life of your devices, your workers, and
your warehouses and learn where, when, and how your business processes are performing.

HOW IT WORKS
StayLinked Terminal Emulation’s unique architecture enables you to capture critical server and mobile device data relating to device health, worker
behavior, network availability, worker productivity, and more. The StayLinked client on the device monitors and measures worker behavior, device
performance and network reliability and the StayLinked server measures and monitors the network performance. More importantly, the StayLinked
system understands application performance and measures all worker activity through the business process.

“Two things come to mind when we talk about smart warehouses: The first consideration is visibility into the operation. This includes the ability
for users to get to information they need in an approachable and intuitive way. Secondly, it’s not just about data. The cornerstone of an intelligent
warehouse is real-time actionable information.” — Mike Howes, Vice President, software engineering and services, Forte Industries1
Change can be difficult, but it is almost impossible without the right metrics measuring where you are at each step throughout the change process.
StayLinked IQ is not just another Business Intelligence(BI) tool. It is a focused nerve center for your TE deployment designed to deliver the metrics required
to inform the decisions you need to make.

FEATURES

BENEFITS

Use StayLinked IQ to answer the productivity and efficiency
questions you are most concerned about:

Get the most from your warehouse environments with StayLinked IQ:
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▶▶

View alerts as they happen in real-time

▶▶

Pre-defined dashboards display essential metrics in your environment

▶▶

Improve understanding and decision making using real-time data

▶▶

Critical data captured about the devices, the workers, and networks

▶▶

Diagnose in real-time: e.g. picking stopped in DC2, app not responding

▶▶

Relevant insights into server performance and business processes

▶▶

Remove ambiguity around cause of issues

▶▶

Real-time calculation and display of important metrics

▶▶

Combine business process and technology data to clearly

▶▶

Real-time alerting of any issues or important events

▶▶

Detailed descriptions of data points in intuitive timeline views

▶▶

Compare performance across multiple locations and asset groups

▶▶

Flexible analysis of metrics over time

▶▶

Take immediate action to avert impacts on worker productivity

▶▶

Works out-of-the-box: no need for specialized resources

▶▶

Only view the metrics that matter to you most

understand the factors that are impacting productivity

Source: “Building a Smarter Warehouse” by Joseph O’Reilly (http://www.inboundlogistics.com/cms/article/building-a-smarter-warehouse/)

